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Low-overhead Communications in IoT Networks - Yuanming Shi
2020-04-17
The recent developments in wireless communications, networking, and
embedded systems have driven various innovative Internet of Things
(IoT) applications, e.g., smart cities, mobile healthcare, autonomous
driving and drones. A common feature of these applications is the
stringent requirements for low-latency communications. Considering the
typical small payload size of IoT applications, it is of critical importance
to reduce the size of the overhead message, e.g., identification
information, pilot symbols for channel estimation, and control data. Such
low-overhead communications also help to improve the energy efficiency
of IoT devices. Recently, structured signal processing techniques have
been introduced and developed to reduce the overheads for key design
problems in IoT networks, such as channel estimation, device
identification, and message decoding. By utilizing underlying system
structures, including sparsity and low rank, these methods can achieve
significant performance gains. This book provides an overview of four
general structured signal processing models: a sparse linear model, a
blind demixing model, a sparse blind demixing model, and a shuffled
linear model, and discusses their applications in enabling low-overhead
communications in IoT networks. Further, it presents practical
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algorithms based on both convex and nonconvex optimization
approaches, as well as theoretical analyses that use various
mathematical tools.
Innovative Mobile and Internet Services in Ubiquitous Computing
- Leonard Barolli 2021-06-24
This book includes proceedings of the 15th International Conference on
Innovative Mobile and Internet Services in Ubiquitous Computing
(IMIS-2021), which took place in Asan, Korea, on July 1-3, 2021. With the
proliferation of wireless technologies and electronic devices, there is a
fast-growing interest in Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing (UPC). The
UPC enables to create a human-oriented computing environment where
computer chips are embedded in everyday objects and interact with
physical world. Through UPC, people can get online even while moving
around, thus, having almost permanent access to their preferred
services. With a great potential to revolutionize our lives, UPC also poses
new research challenges. The aim of the book is to provide the latest
research findings, methods, development techniques, challenges, and
solutions from both theoretical and practical perspectives related to UPC
with an emphasis on innovative, mobile, and Internet services.
Massive MIMO Meets Small Cell - Howard H. Yang 2016-08-05
This brief explores the utilization of large antenna arrays in massive
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multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) for both interference suppression,
where it can improve cell-edge user rates, and for wireless backhaul in
small cell networks, where macro base stations can forward data to small
access points in an energy efficient way. Massive MIMO is deemed as a
critical technology for next generation wireless technology. By deploying
an antenna array that has active elements in excess of the number of
users, massive MIMO not only provides tremendous diversity gain but
also powers new aspects for network design to improve performance.
This brief investigates a better utilization of the excessive spatial
dimensions to improve network performance. It combines random matrix
theory and stochastic geometry to develop an analytical framework that
accounts for all the key features of a network, including number of
antenna array, base station density, inter-cell interference, random base
station deployment, and network traffic load. The authors explore the
impact from different network parameters through numerical
analysis.Researchers in wireless network design will find this to be an
exceptional resource, as will advanced-level students or professionals
working in networking and information systems design.
Towards 5G Wireless Networks - Hossein Khaleghi Bizaki 2016-12-14
This book intends to provide highlights of the current research topics in
the field of 5G and to offer a snapshot of the recent advances and major
issues faced today by the researchers in the 5G physical layer
perspective. Various aspects of 5G system is deeply discussed (in three
parts and ten chapters) with emphasis on its physical layer. Each chapter
provides a comprehensive survey of the subject area and ends with a rich
list of references to provide an in-depth coverage of the application at
hand.
Power Control in Wireless Cellular Networks - Mung Chiang 2008
Transmit power in wireless cellular networks is a key degree of freedom
in the management of interference, energy, and connectivity. Power
control in both the uplink and downlink of a cellular network has been
extensively studied, especially over the last 15 years, and some of the
results have enabled the continuous evolution and significant impact of
the digital cellular technology. This survey provides a comprehensive
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

discussion of the models, algorithms, analysis, and methodologies in this
vast and growing literature. It starts with a taxonomy of the wide range
of power control problem formulations, and progresses from the basic
formulation to more sophisticated ones. When transmit power is the only
set of optimization variables, algorithms for fixed SIR are presented first,
before turning to their robust versions and joint SIR and power
optimization. This is followed by opportunistic and non-cooperative
power control. Then joint control of power together with beamforming
pattern, base station assignment, spectrum allocation, and transmit
schedule is surveyed one-by-one. Throughout the survey, we highlight
the use of mathematical language and tools in the study of power control,
including optimization theory, control theory, game theory, and linear
algebra. Practical implementations of some of the algorithms in
operational networks are discussed in the concluding section. As
illustrated by the open problems presented at the end of most chapters,
in the area of power control in cellular networks, there are still many
under-explored directions and unresolved issues that remain
theoretically challenging and practically important.
Age of Information - Yin Sun 2022-06-01
Information usually has the highest value when it is fresh. For example,
real-time knowledge about the location, orientation, and speed of motor
vehicles is imperative in autonomous driving, and the access to timely
information about stock prices and interest rate movements is essential
for developing trading strategies on the stock market. The Age of
Information (AoI) concept, together with its recent extensions, provides a
means of quantifying the freshness of information and an opportunity to
improve the performance of real-time systems and networks. Recent
research advances on AoI suggest that many well-known design
principles of traditional data networks (for, e.g., providing high
throughput and low delay) need to be re-examined for enhancing
information freshness in rapidly emerging real-time applications. This
book provides a suite of analytical tools and insightful results on the
generation of information-update packets at the source nodes and the
design of network protocols forwarding the packets to their destinations.
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The book also points out interesting connections between AoI concept
and information theory, signal processing, and control theory, which are
worthy of future investigation.
Physical Layer Security in Random Cellular Networks - Hui-Ming Wang
2016-10-04
This book investigates key security issues in connection with the physical
layer for random wireless cellular networks. It first introduces readers to
the fundamentals of information theoretic security in the physical layer.
By examining recently introduced security techniques for wireless pointto-point communications, the book proposes new solutions to physical
layer security based on stochastic geometric frameworks for random
cellular networks. It subsequently elaborates on physical-layer security
in multi-tier heterogeneous networks. With the new modeled settings,
the authors also verify the security performance with the impact of the
full-duplex transceivers. The specific model design presented here offers
a valuable point of reference for readers in related areas. In addition, the
book highlights promising topics and proposes potential future research
directions.
Next Generation Wireless Terahertz Communication Networks - Saim
Ghafoor 2021-08-10
The rapid growth of the data traffic demands new ways to achieve highspeed wireless links. The backbone networks, data centers, missioncritical applications, as well as end-users sitting in office or home, all
require ultra-high throughput and ultra-low latency wireless links.
Sophisticated technological advancement and huge bandwidth are
required to reduce the latency. Terahertz band, in this regard, has a
huge potential to provide these high-capacity links where a user can
download the file in a few seconds. To realize the high-capacity wireless
links for future applications, in this book, different aspects of the
Terahertz band wireless communication network are presented. This
book highlights the Terahertz channel characteristics and modeling,
antenna design and beamforming, device characterization, applications,
and protocols. It also provides state-of-the-art knowledge on different
communication aspects of Terahertz communication and techniques to
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

realize the true potential of the Terahertz band for wireless
communication.
Fundamentals of Wireless Communication - David Tse 2005-05-26
This textbook takes a unified view of the fundamentals of wireless
communication and explains cutting-edge concepts in a simple and
intuitive way. An abundant supply of exercises make it ideal for graduate
courses in electrical and computer engineering and it will also be of
great interest to practising engineers.
Stochastic Geometry Analysis of Cellular Networks - Bartłomiej
Błaszczyszyn 2018-04-19
Achieve faster and more efficient network design and optimization with
this comprehensive guide. Some of the most prominent researchers in
the field explain the very latest analytic techniques and results from
stochastic geometry for modelling the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) distribution in heterogeneous cellular networks. This book
will help readers to understand the effects of combining different system
deployment parameters on key performance indicators such as coverage
and capacity, enabling the efficient allocation of simulation resources. In
addition to covering results for network models based on the Poisson
point process, this book presents recent results for when non-Poisson
base station configurations appear Poisson, due to random propagation
effects such as fading and shadowing, as well as non-Poisson models for
base station configurations, with a focus on determinantal point
processes and tractable approximation methods. Theoretical results are
illustrated with practical Long-Term Evolution (LTE) applications and
compared with real-world deployment results.
Stochastic Geometry and Wireless Networks - François Baccelli 2010
This volume bears on wireless network modeling and performance
analysis. The aim is to show how stochastic geometry can be used in a
more or less systematic way to analyze the phenomena that arise in this
context. It first focuses on medium access control mechanisms used in ad
hoc networks and in cellular networks. It then discusses the use of
stochastic geometry for the quantitative analysis of routing algorithms in
mobile ad hoc networks. The appendix also contains a concise summary
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of wireless communication principles and of the network architectures
considered in the two volumes.
Wireless RF Energy Transfer in the Massive IoT Era - Hirley Alves
2021-12-06
A deep dive into wireless energy transfer technologies for IoT networks
In Wireless Energy Transfer: Towards Sustainable Zero-Energy IoT
Networks, distinguished researchers Onel L. A. López and Hirley Alves
deliver a robust discussion of massive wireless energy transfer and zeroenergy, low-cost, Internet of Things networks. Moving beyond the basic
theoretical background of the subject, the authors offer a deep analysis
of the scenarios and requirements of wireless energy transfer. The book
details novel powering schemes recently proposed to face the
challenging requirements of the future Internet of Things, as well as a
comprehensive review of sustainable IoT wireless networks. Wireless
Energy Transfer explains why novel energy efficient solutions will be
needed to address the sheer volume of devices currently forecasted to be
used in the near future. It explores the challenges technologists and
users will face as well as proposed solutions and future research
directions. The authors also discuss: Thorough introductions to wireless
energy transfer, including energy harvesting sources, radio frequency
energy harvesting circuits, efficiency models, and architectures for
wireless energy transfer powered IoT networks Comprehensive
explorations of ambient radio frequency energy harvesting, including
measurement campaigns, energy harvesting hardware prototypes, and
performance analysis based on stochastic geometry Practical discussions
of efficient schemes for massive wireless energy transfer, including
energy beamforming, multi-antenna techniques, and distributed antenna
systems Perfect for students and researchers in signal processing,
communications, networking, and information theory, Wireless Energy
Transfer: Towards Sustainable Zero-Energy IoT Networks will also earn
a place in the libraries of students and practitioners in the fields of
communication hardware and transceiver design.
Stochastic Geometry for Wireless Networks - Martin Haenggi 2013
Analyse wireless network performance and improve design choices for
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

future architectures and protocols with this rigorous introduction to
stochastic geometry.
Wireless Networks and Mobile Computing - Koushik Sinha 2016-04-21
Wireless communication is one of the fastest growing industry segments
today. Many types of wireless networks are now being used for
applications such as personal communication, entertainment, rural and
urban healthcare, smart home building, inventory control, and
surveillance. This book introduces the basic concepts of wireless
networks and mobile computing to give engineering students at the
undergraduate/graduate level a solid background in the field. It also
looks at the latest research and challenging problems in the field to serve
as a reference for advanced-level researchers. Wireless Networks and
Mobile Computing begins with an introduction to the different types of
wireless networks, including Wi-Fi, ZigBee, cellular mobile, ad hoc,
cognitive radio, wireless mesh, and wireless sensor. Subsequent chapters
address more advanced topics such as: Mobility, bandwidth, and node
location management issues in mobile networks Message communication
techniques and protocols in ad hoc networks Recent research and future
direction of wireless local area networks (WLANs) Deployment of sensor
nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) Energy-efficient
communication in wireless networks Security aspects of wireless
communication The book includes exercises at the end of every chapter
to help give students a better insight into the topics presented. It
includes a number of advanced-level exercises, which are research
problems that may be taken up by researchers in the respective areas.
This book provides a valuable reference for classroom study/teaching as
well as for technology development and research in the relevant areas.
Game Theory in Wireless and Communication Networks - Zhu Han
2012
This unified 2001 treatment of game theory focuses on finding state-ofthe-art solutions to issues surrounding the next generation of wireless
and communications networks. The key results and tools of game theory
are covered, as are various real-world technologies and a wide range of
techniques for modeling, design and analysis.
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Stochastic Geometry Analysis of Multi-Antenna Wireless Networks Xianghao Yu 2019-03-27
This book presents a unified framework for the tractable analysis of
large-scale, multi-antenna wireless networks using stochastic geometry.
This mathematical analysis is essential for assessing and understanding
the performance of complicated multi-antenna networks, which are one
of the foundations of 5G and beyond networks to meet the everincreasing demands for network capacity. Describing the salient
properties of the framework, which makes the analysis of multi-antenna
networks comparable to that of their single-antenna counterparts, the
book discusses effective design approaches that do not require complex
system-level simulations. It also includes various application examples
with different multi-antenna network models to illustrate the
framework’s effectiveness.
Challenges in Ad Hoc Networking - K. Al Agha 2006-03-07
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the Fourth Annual
Mediterranean Ad Hoc Networking Workshop, Med-Hoc-Net 2005. MedHoc-Net 2005 consolidated the success of the previous editions of the
workshop series. It aimed to serve as a platform for researchers from
academia, research, laboratories, and industry from all over the world to
share their ideas, views, reults, and experiences in the field of ad-hoc
networking.
Physical Layer Security in Wireless Communications - Xiangyun Zhou
2016-04-19
Physical layer security has recently become an emerging technique to
complement and significantly improve the communication security of
wireless networks. Compared to cryptographic approaches, physical
layer security is a fundamentally different paradigm where secrecy is
achieved by exploiting the physical layer properties of the
communication system, such as thermal noise, interference, and the
time-varying nature of fading channels. Written by pioneering
researchers, Physical Layer Security in Wireless Communications
supplies a systematic overview of the basic concepts, recent
advancements, and open issues in providing communication security at
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

the physical layer. It introduces the key concepts, design issues, and
solutions to physical layer security in single-user and multi-user
communication systems, as well as large-scale wireless networks. The
book starts with a brief introduction to physical layer security. The rest
of the book is organized into four parts based on the different
approaches used for the design and analysis of physical layer security
techniques: Information Theoretic Approaches: introduces capacityachieving methods and coding schemes for secure communication, as
well as secret key generation and agreement over wireless channels
Signal Processing Approaches: covers recent progress in applying signal
processing techniques to design physical layer security enhancements
Game Theoretic Approaches: discusses the applications of game theory
to analyze and design wireless networks with physical layer security
considerations Graph Theoretic Approaches: presents the use of tools
from graph theory and stochastic geometry to analyze and design largescale wireless networks with physical layer security constraints
Presenting high-level discussions along with specific examples,
illustrations, and references to conference and journal articles, this is an
ideal reference for postgraduate students, researchers, and engineers
that need to obtain a macro-level understanding of physical layer
security and its role in future wireless communication systems.
An Introduction to Geometrical Probability - A.M. Mathai 1999-12-01
A useful guide for researchers and professionals, graduate and senior
undergraduate students, this book provides an in-depth look at applied
and geometrical probability with an emphasis on statistical distributions.
A meticulous treatment of geometrical probability, kept at a level to
appeal to a wider audience including applied researchers who will find
the book to be both functional and practical with the large number of
problems chosen from different disciplines A few topics such as packing
and covering problems that have a vast literature are introduced here at
a peripheral level for the purpose of familiarizing readers who are new to
the area of research.
Communications, Signal Processing, and Systems - Qilian Liang
2020-04-04
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This book brings together papers from the 2019 International
Conference on Communications, Signal Processing, and Systems, which
was held in Urumqi, China, on July 20–22, 2019. Presenting the latest
developments and discussing the interactions and links between these
multidisciplinary fields, the book spans topics ranging from
communications to signal processing and systems. It is chiefly intended
for undergraduate and graduate students in electrical engineering,
computer science and mathematics, researchers and engineers from
academia and industry, as well as government employees.
2020 10th International Symposium on Signal, Image, Video and
Communications (ISIVC) - IEEE Staff 2021-04-07
The 10th International Symposium on Signal, Image, Video and
Communications is a high level international forum and an important
event for researchers, engineers and scientists from around the world to
present and discuss recent advances, technologies and applications in
the fields of Signal, Image, Video Processing and Communications In
2020, a particular attention will be given to a novel special session
focused on Image Analysis for Chemical Engineering The symposium will
feature world class speakers, plenary, regular, poster and special
sessions
Interference in Large Wireless Networks - Martin Haenggi 2009
Since interference is the main performance-limiting factor in most
wireless networks, it is crucial to characterize the interference statistics.
The main two determinants of the interference are the network geometry
(spatial distribution of concurrently transmitting nodes) and the path loss
law (signal attenuation with distance). For certain classes of node
distributions, most notably Poisson point processes, and attenuation
laws, closed-form results are available, for both the interference itself as
well as the signal-to-interference ratios, which determine the network
performance. This monograph presents an overview of these results and
gives an introduction to the analytical techniques used in their
derivation. The node distribution models range from lattices to
homogeneous and clustered Poisson models to general motion-invariant
ones. The analysis of the more general models requires the use of Palm
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

theory, in particular conditional probability generating functionals, which
are briefly introduced in the appendix.
Cloud Radio Access Networks - Tony Q. S. Quek 2017-02-02
The first book on Cloud Radio Access Networks (C-RANs), covering
fundamental theory, current techniques, and potential applications.
mmWave Massive MIMO - Shahid Mumtaz 2016-12-02
mmWave Massive MIMO: A Paradigm for 5G is the first book of its kind
to hinge together related discussions on mmWave and Massive MIMO
under the umbrella of 5G networks. New networking scenarios are
identified, along with fundamental design requirements for mmWave
Massive MIMO networks from an architectural and practical perspective.
Working towards final deployment, this book updates the research
community on the current mmWave Massive MIMO roadmap, taking into
account the future emerging technologies emanating from 3GPP/IEEE.
The book's editors draw on their vast experience in international
research on the forefront of the mmWave Massive MIMO research arena
and standardization. This book aims to talk openly about the topic, and
will serve as a useful reference not only for postgraduates students to
learn more on this evolving field, but also as inspiration for mobile
communication researchers who want to make further innovative strides
in the field to mark their legacy in the 5G arena. Contains tutorials on
the basics of mmWave and Massive MIMO Identifies new 5G networking
scenarios, along with design requirements from an architectural and
practical perspective Details the latest updates on the evolution of the
mmWave Massive MIMO roadmap, considering future emerging
technologies emanating from 3GPP/IEEE Includes contributions from
leading experts in the field in modeling and prototype design for
mmWave Massive MIMO design Presents an ideal reference that not only
helps postgraduate students learn more in this evolving field, but also
inspires mobile communication researchers towards further innovation
Advanced Wireless Networks - Savo G. Glisic 2016-07-22
The third edition of this popular reference covers enabling technologies
for building up 5G wireless networks. Due to extensive research and
complexity of the incoming solutions for the next generation of wireless
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networks it is anticipated that the industry will select a subset of these
results and leave some advanced technologies to be implemented later,.
This new edition presents a carefully chosen combination of the
candidate network architectures and the required tools for their analysis.
Due to the complexity of the technology, the discussion on 5G will be
extensive and it will be difficult to reach consensus on the new global
standard. The discussion will have to include the vendors, operators,
regulators as well as the research and academic community in the field.
Having a comprehensive book will help many participants to join actively
the discussion and make meaningful contribution to shaping the new
standard.
Random Networks for Communication - Massimo Franceschetti
2008-01-10
When is a random network (almost) connected? How much information
can it carry? How can you find a particular destination within the
network? And how do you approach these questions - and others - when
the network is random? The analysis of communication networks
requires a fascinating synthesis of random graph theory, stochastic
geometry and percolation theory to provide models for both structure
and information flow. This book is the first comprehensive introduction
for graduate students and scientists to techniques and problems in the
field of spatial random networks. The selection of material is driven by
applications arising in engineering, and the treatment is both readable
and mathematically rigorous. Though mainly concerned with
information-flow-related questions motivated by wireless data networks,
the models developed are also of interest in a broader context, ranging
from engineering to social networks, biology, and physics.
Palm Probabilities and Stationary Queues - Francois Baccelli 2012-12-06
UAV Communications for 5G and Beyond - Yong Zeng 2020-12-14
Explore foundational and advanced issues in UAV cellular
communications with this cutting-edge and timely new resource UAV
Communications for 5G and Beyond delivers a comprehensive overview
of the potential applications, networking architectures, research
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

findings, enabling technologies, experimental measurement results, and
industry standardizations for UAV communications in cellular systems.
The book covers both existing LTE infrastructure, as well as future 5Gand-beyond systems. UAV Communications covers a range of topics that
will be of interest to students and professionals alike. Issues of UAV
detection and identification are discussed, as is the positioning of
autonomous aerial vehicles. More fundamental subjects, like the
necessary tradeoffs involved in UAV communication are examined in
detail. The distinguished editors offer readers an opportunity to improve
their ability to plan and design for the near-future, explosive growth in
the number of UAVs, as well as the correspondingly demanding systems
that come with them. Readers will learn about a wide variety of timely
and practical UAV topics, like: Performance measurement for aerial
vehicles over cellular networks, particularly with respect to existing LTE
performance Inter-cell interference coordination with drones Massive
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) for Cellular UAV
communications, including beamforming, null-steering, and the
performance of forward-link C&C channels 3GPP standardization for
cellular-supported UAVs, including UAV traffic requirements, channel
modeling, and interference challenges Trajectory optimization for UAV
communications Perfect for professional engineers and researchers
working in the field of unmanned aerial vehicles, UAV Communications
for 5G and Beyond also belongs on the bookshelves of students in
masters and PhD programs studying the integration of UAVs into cellular
communication systems.
2018 IEEE Globecom Workshops (GC Wkshps) - IEEE Staff 2018-12-09
IEEE GLOBECOM is a two day event The program of the workshops
includes keynotes talks, oral or poster presentations of about 500
scientific papers
Advanced Wireless Communications - Savo G. Glisic 2007-06-13
Fully revised and updated version of the successful "AdvancedWireless
Communications" Wireless communications continue to attract the
attention ofboth research community and industry. Since the first edition
waspublished significant research and industry activities have
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broughtthe fourth generation (4G) of wireless communications
systemscloser to implementation and standardization. "Advanced
Wireless Communications" continues to provide acomparative study of
enabling technologies for 4G. This secondedition has been revised and
updated and now includes additionalinformation on the components of
common air interface, includingthe area of space time coding ,
multicarrier modulation especiallyOFDM, MIMO, cognitive radio and
cooperative transmission. Ideal for students and engineers in research
and development inthe field of wireless communications, the second
edition ofAdvanced Wireless Communications also gives an
understanding tocurrent approaches for engineers in telecomm
operators, governmentand regulatory institutions. New features include:
Brand new chapter covering linear precoding in MIMO channelsbased on
convex optimization theory. Material based on game theory modelling
encompassing problemsof adjacent cell interference, flexible spectra
sharing andcooperation between the nodes in ad hoc networks. Presents
and discusses the latest schemes for interferencesuppression in ultra
wide band (UWB) cognitive systems. Discusses the cooperative
transmission and more details onpositioning.
Stochastic Geometry Analysis of Cellular Networks - Bartłomiej
Błaszczyszyn 2018-04-19
Achieve faster and more efficient network design and optimization with
this comprehensive guide. Some of the most prominent researchers in
the field explain the very latest analytic techniques and results from
stochastic geometry for modelling the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) distribution in heterogeneous cellular networks. This book
will help readers to understand the effects of combining different system
deployment parameters on key performance indicators such as coverage
and capacity, enabling the efficient allocation of simulation resources. In
addition to covering results for network models based on the Poisson
point process, this book presents recent results for when non-Poisson
base station configurations appear Poisson, due to random propagation
effects such as fading and shadowing, as well as non-Poisson models for
base station configurations, with a focus on determinantal point
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

processes and tractable approximation methods. Theoretical results are
illustrated with practical Long-Term Evolution (LTE) applications and
compared with real-world deployment results.
Radio Resource Management in Multi-Tier Cellular Wireless Networks Ekram Hossain 2013-12-09
Providing an extensive overview of the radio resource management
problem in femtocell networks, this invaluable book considers both code
division multiple access femtocells and orthogonal frequency-division
multiple access femtocells. In addition to incorporating current research
on this topic, the book also covers technical challenges in femtocell
deployment, provides readers with a variety of approaches to resource
allocation and a comparison of their effectiveness, explains how to model
various networks using Stochastic geometry and shot noise theory, and
much more.
MIMO Wireless Networks - Bruno Clerckx 2013-01-23
This book is unique in presenting channels, techniques and standards for
the next generation of MIMO wireless networks. Through a unified
framework, it emphasizes how propagation mechanisms impact the
system performance under realistic power constraints. Combining a solid
mathematical analysis with a physical and intuitive approach to spacetime signal processing, the book progressively derives innovative designs
for space-time coding and precoding as well as multi-user and multi-cell
techniques, taking into consideration that MIMO channels are often far
from ideal. Reflecting developments since the first edition was published,
this book has been thoroughly revised, and now includes new sections
and five new chapters, respectively dealing with receiver design, multiuser MIMO, multi-cell MIMO, MIMO implementation in standards, and
MIMO system-level evaluation. Extended introduction to multidimensional propagation, including polarization aspects Detailed and
comparative description of physical models and analytical
representations of single- and multi-link MIMO channels, covering the
latest standardized models Thorough overview of space-time coding
techniques, covering both classical and more recent schemes under
information theory and error probability perspectives Intuitive
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illustration of how real-world propagation affects the capacity and the
error performance of MIMO transmission schemes Detailed information
theoretic analysis of multiple access, broadcast and interference
channels In-depth presentation of multi-user diversity, resource
allocation and (non-)linear MU-MIMO precoding techniques with perfect
and imperfect channel knowledge Extensive coverage of cooperative
multi-cell MIMO-OFDMA networks, including network resource
allocation optimization, coordinated scheduling, beamforming and power
control, interference alignment, joint processing, massive and network
MIMO Applications of MIMO and Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) in
LTE, LTE-A and WiMAX Theoretical derivations and results contrasted
with practical system level evaluations highlighting the performance of
single- and multi-cell MIMO techniques in realistic deployments
Poisson Line Cox Process - Harpreet S. Dhillon 2022-06-01
This book provides a comprehensive treatment of the Poisson line Cox
process (PLCP) and its applications to vehicular networks. The PLCP is
constructed by placing points on each line of a Poisson line process (PLP)
as per an independent Poisson point process (PPP). For vehicular
applications, one can imagine the layout of the road network as a PLP
and the vehicles on the roads as the points of the PLCP. First, a brief
historical account of the evolution of the theory of PLP is provided to
familiarize readers with the seminal contributions in this area. In order
to provide a self-contained treatment of this topic, the construction and
key fundamental properties of both PLP and PLCP are discussed in
detail. The rest of the book is devoted to the applications of these models
to a variety of wireless networks, including vehicular communication
networks and localization networks. Specifically, modeling the locations
of vehicular nodes and roadside units (RSUs) using PLCP, the signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)-based coverage analysis is presented
for both ad hoc and cellular network models. For a similar setting, the
load on the cellular macro base stations (MBSs) and RSUs in a vehicular
network is also characterized analytically. For the localization networks,
PLP is used to model blockages, which is shown to facilitate the
characterization of asymptotic blind spot probability in a localization
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

application. Finally, the path distance characteristics for a special case of
PLCP are analyzed, which can be leveraged to answer critical questions
in the areas of transportation networks and urban planning. The book is
concluded with concrete suggestions on future directions of research.
Based largely on the original research of the authors, this is the first
book that specifically focuses on the self-contained mathematical
treatment of the PLCP. The ideal audience of this book is graduate
students as well as researchers in academia and industry who are
familiar with probability theory, have some exposure to point processes,
and are interested in the field of stochastic geometry and vehicular
networks. Given the diverse backgrounds of the potential readers, the
focus has been on providing an accessible and pedagogical treatment of
this topic by consciously avoiding the measure theoretic details without
compromising mathematical rigor.
Interference Alignment - Syed A. Jafar 2011
Interference Alignment: A New Look at Signal Dimensions in a
Communication Network provides both a tutorial and a survey of the
state-of-art on the topic.
Heterogeneous Cellular Networks - Rose Qingyang Hu 2013-04-03
A timely publication providing coverage of radio resourcemanagement,
mobility management and standardization inheterogeneous cellular
networks The topic of heterogeneous cellular networks has gained
momentumin industry and the research community, attracting the
attention ofstandardization bodies such as 3GPP LTE and IEEE 802.16j,
whoseobjectives are looking into increasing the capacity and coverage
ofthe cellular networks. This book focuses on recentprogresses, covering
the related topics including scenariosof heterogeneous network
deployment, interference management in theheterogeneous network
deployment, carrier aggregation in aheterogeneous network, cognitive
radio, cell selection/reselectionand load balancing, mobility and
handover management, capacity andcoverage optimization for
heterogeneous networks, trafficmanagement and congestion control.
This book enables readers to better understand the technicaldetails and
performance gains that are madepossible by this state-of-the-art
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technology. It contains theinformation necessary for researchers and
engineers wishing tobuild and deploy highly efficient wireless networks
themselves. Toenhance this practical understanding, the book is
structured tosystematically lead the reader through a series of casestudies ofreal world scenarios. Key features: Presents this new paradigm
in cellular network domain: aheterogeneous network containing network
nodes with differentcharacteristics such as transmission power and RF
coveragearea Provides a clear approach by containing tables,
illustrations,industry case studies, tutorials and examples to cover the
relatedtopics Includes new research results and state-of-thearttechnological developments and implementation issues
Next Generation Wireless LANs - Eldad Perahia 2013-05-23
If you've been searching for a way to get up to speed on IEEE 802.11n
and 802.11ac WLAN standards without having to wade through the
entire specification, then look no further. This comprehensive overview
describes the underlying principles, implementation details and key
enhancing features of 802.11n and 802.11ac. For many of these features
the authors outline the motivation and history behind their adoption into
the standard. A detailed discussion of key throughput, robustness, and
reliability enhancing features (such as MIMO, multi-user MIMO,
40/80/160 MHz channels, transmit beamforming and packet aggregation)
is given, plus clear summaries of issues surrounding legacy
interoperability and coexistence. Now updated and significantly revised,
this 2nd edition contains new material on 802.11ac throughput, including
revised chapters on MAC and interoperability, plus new chapters on
802.11ac PHY and multi-user MIMO. An ideal reference for designers of
WLAN equipment, network managers, and researchers in the field of
wireless communications.
6G Mobile Wireless Networks - Yulei Wu 2021-08-24
This book is the world’s first book on 6G Mobile Wireless Networks that
aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of key drivers, use
cases, research requirements, challenges and open issues that are
expected to drive 6G research. In this book, we have invited worldrenowned experts from industry and academia to share their thoughts on
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

different aspects of 6G research. Specifically, this book covers the
following topics: 6G Use Cases, Requirements, Metrics and Enabling
Technologies, PHY Technologies for 6G Wireless, Reconfigurable
Intelligent Surface for 6G Wireless Networks, Millimeter-wave and
Terahertz Spectrum for 6G Wireless, Challenges in Transport Layer for
Tbit/s Communications, High-capacity Backhaul Connectivity for 6G
Wireless, Cloud Native Approach for 6G Wireless Networks, Machine
Type Communications in 6G, Edge Intelligence and Pervasive AI in 6G,
Blockchain: Foundations and Role in 6G, Role of Open-source Platforms
in 6G, and Quantum Computing and 6G Wireless. The overarching aim of
this book is to explore the evolution from current 5G networks towards
the future 6G networks from a service, air interface and network
perspective, thereby laying out a vision for 6G networks. This book not
only discusses the potential 6G use cases, requirements, metrics and
enabling technologies, but also discusses the emerging technologies and
topics such as 6G PHY technologies, reconfigurable intelligent surface,
millimeter-wave and THz communications, visible light communications,
transport layer for Tbit/s communications, high-capacity backhaul
connectivity, cloud native approach, machine-type communications, edge
intelligence and pervasive AI, network security and blockchain, and the
role of open-source platform in 6G. This book provides a systematic
treatment of the state-of-the-art in these emerging topics and their role
in supporting a wide variety of verticals in the future. As such, it provides
a comprehensive overview of the expected applications of 6G with a
detailed discussion of their requirements and possible enabling
technologies. This book also outlines the possible challenges and
research directions to facilitate the future research and development of
6G mobile wireless networks.
Cell-Free Massive MIMO - Giovanni Interdonato 2020-09-09
The fifth generation of mobile communication systems (5G) is nowadays
a reality. 5G networks are been deployed all over the world, and the first
5G-capable devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, wearable, etc.) are
already commercially available. 5G systems provide unprecedented
levels of connectivity and quality of service (QoS) to cope with the
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incessant growth in the number of connected devices and the huge
increase in data-rate demand. Massive MIMO (multiple-input multipleoutput) technology plays a key role in 5G systems. The underlying
principle of this technology is the use of a large number of co-located
antennas at the base station, which coherently transmit/receive signals
to/from multiple users. This signal co-processing at multiple antennas
leads to manifold benefits: array gain, spatial diversity and spatial user
multiplexing. These elements enable to meet the QoS requirements
established for the 5G systems. The major bottleneck of massive MIMO
systems as well as of any cellular network is the inter-cell interference,
which affects significantly the cell-edge users, whose performance is
already degraded by the path attenuation. To overcome these limitations
and provide uniformly excellent service to all the users we need a more
radical approach: we need to challenge the cellular paradigm. In this
regard, cell-free massive MIMO constitutes the paradigm shift. In the
cell-free paradigm, it is not the base station surrounded by the users, but
rather it is each user being surrounded by smaller, simpler, serving base
stations referred to as access points (APs). In such a system, each user
experiences being in the cell-center, and it does not experience any cell
boundaries. Hence, the terminology cell-free. As a result, users are not
affected by inter-cell interference, and the path attenuation is
significantly reduced due to the presence of many APs in their proximity.
This leads to impressive performance. Although appealing from the
performance viewpoint, the designing and implementation of such a
distributed massive MIMO system is a challenging task, and it is the
object of this thesis. More specifically, in this thesis we study: Paper A)
The large potential of this promising technology in realistic
indoor/outdoor scenarios while also addressing practical deployment
issues, such as clock synchronization among APs, and cost-efficient
implementations. We provide an extensive description of a cell-free
massive MIMO system, emphasizing strengths and weaknesses, and
pointing out differences and similarities with existing distributed
multiple antenna systems, such as Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP). Paper
B) How to preserve the scalability of the system, by proposing a solution
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

related to data processing, network topology and power control. We
consider a realistic scenario where multiple central processing units
serve disjoint subsets of APs, and compare the spectral efficiency
provided by the proposed scalable framework with the canonical cell-free
massive MIMO and CoMP. Paper C) How to improve the spectral
efficiency (SE) in the downlink (DL), by devising two distributed
precoding schemes, referred to as local partial zero-forcing (ZF) and
local protective partial ZF, that provide an adaptable trade-off between
interference cancelation and boosting of the desired signal, with no
additional front-haul overhead, and that are implementable by APs with
very few antennas. We derive closed-form expressions for the achievable
SE under the assumption of independent Rayleigh fading channel,
channel estimation error and pilot contamination. These closed-form
expressions are then used to devise optimal max-min fairness power
control. Paper D) How to further improve the SE by letting the user
estimate the DL channel from DL pilots, instead of relying solely on the
knowledge of the channel statistics. We derive an approximate closedform expression of the DL SE for conjugate beamforming (CB), and
assuming independent Rayleigh fading. This expression accounts for
beamformed DL pilots, estimation errors and pilot contamination at both
the AP and the user side. We devise a sequential convex approximation
algorithm to globally solve the max-min fairness power control
optimization problem, and a greedy algorithm for uplink (UL) and DL
pilot assignment. The latter consists in jointly selecting the UL and DL
pilot pair, for each user, that maximizes the smallest SE in the network.
Paper E) A precoding scheme that is more suitable when only the
channel statistics are available at the users, referred to as enhanced
normalized CB. It consists in normalizing the precoding vector by its
squared norm in order to reduce the fluctuations of the effective channel
seen at the user, and thereby to boost the channel hardening. The
performance achieved by this scheme is compared with the CB scheme
with DL training (described in Paper D). Paper F) A maximum-likelihoodbased method to estimate the channel statistics in the UL, along with an
accompanying pilot transmission scheme, that is particularly useful in
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line-of-sight operation and in scenarios with resource constraints. Pilots
are structurally phase-rotated over different coherence blocks to create
an effective statistical distribution of the received pilot signal that can be
efficiently exploited by the AP when performing the proposed estimation
method. The overall conclusion is that cell-free massive MIMO is not a
utopia, and a practical, distributed, scalable, high-performance system
can be implemented. Today it represents a hot research topic, but
tomorrow it might represent a key enabler for beyond-5G technology, as
massive MIMO has been for 5G. La quinta generazione dei sistemi
radiomobili cellulari (5G) è oggi una realtà. Le reti 5G si stanno
diffondendo in tutto il mondo e i dispositivi 5G (ad esempio smartphones,
tablets, indossabili, ecc.) sono già disponibili sul mercato. I sistemi 5G
garantiscono livelli di connettività e di qualità di servizio senza
precedenti, per fronteggiare l’incessante crescita del numero di
dispositivi connessi alla rete e della domanda di dati ad alta velocità. La
tecnologia Massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) riveste un
ruolo fondamentale nei sistemi 5G. Il principio alla base di questa
tecnologia è l’impiego di un elevato numero di antenne collocate nella
base station (stazione radio base) le quali trasmettono/ricevono segnali,
in maniere coerente, a/da più terminali utente. Questo co-processamento
del segnale da parte di più antenne apporta molteplici benefici:
guadagno di array, diversità spaziale e multiplazione degli utenti nel
dominio spaziale. Questi elementi consentono di raggiungere i requisiti
di servizio stabiliti per i sistemi 5G. Tuttavia, il limite principale dei
sistemi massive MIMO, così come di ogni rete cellulare, è rappresentato
dalla interferenza inter-cella (ovvero l’interferenza tra aree di copertura
gestite da diverse base stations), la quale riduce in modo significativo le
performance degli utenti a bordo cella, già degradate dalle attenuazioni
del segnale dovute alla considerevole distanza dalla base station. Per
superare queste limitazioni e fornire una qualità del servizio
uniformemente eccellente a tutti gli utenti, è necessario un approccio più
radicale e guardare oltre il classico paradigma cellulare che caratterizza
le attuali architetture di rete. A tal proposito, cell-free massive MIMO
(massive MIMO senza celle) costituisce un cambio di paradigma: ogni
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

utente è circondato e servito contemporaneamente da numerose,
semplici e di dimensioni ridotte base stations, denominate access points
(punti di accesso alla rete). Gli access points cooperano per servire tutti
gli utenti nella loro area di copertura congiunta, eliminando
l’interferenza inter-cella e il concetto stesso di cella. Non risentendo più
dell’effetto “bordo-cella”, gli utenti possono usufruire di qualità di
servizio e velocità dati eccellenti. Sebbene attraente dal punto di vista
delle performance, l’implementazione di un tale sistema distribuito è una
operazione impegnativa ed è oggetto di questa tesi. Piu specificatamente,
questa tesi di dottorato tratta: Articolo A) L’enorme potenziale di questa
promettente tecnologia in scenari realistici sia indoor che outdoor,
proponendo anche delle soluzioni di implementazione flessibili ed a basso
costo. Articolo B) Come preservare la scalabilità del sistema, proponendo
soluzioni distribuite riguardanti il processamento e la condivisione dei
dati, l’architettura di rete e l’allocazione di potenza, ovvero come
ottimizzare i livelli di potenza trasmessa dagli access points per ridurre
l’interferenza tra utenti e migliorare le performance. Articolo C) Come
migliorare l’efficienza spettrale in downlink (da access point verso
utente) proponendo due schemi di pre-codifica dei dati di trasmissione,
denominati local partial zero-forcing (ZF) e local protective partial ZF,
che forniscono un perfetto compromesso tra cancellazione
dell’interferenza tra utenti ed amplificazione del segnale desiderato.
Articolo D) Come migliorare l’efficienza spettrale in downlink
permettendo al terminale utente di stimare le informazioni sulle
condizioni istantanee del canale da sequenze pilota, piuttosto che basarsi
su informazioni statistiche ed a lungo termine, come convenzionalmente
previsto. Articolo E) In alternativa alla soluzione precedente, uno schema
di pre-codifica che è più adatto al caso in cui gli utenti hanno a
disposizione esclusivamente informazioni statistiche sul canale per poter
effettuare la decodifica dei dati. Articolo F) Un metodo per permettere
agli access points di stimare, in maniera rapida, le condizioni di canale su
base statistica, favorito da uno schema di trasmissione delle sequenze
pilota basato su rotazione di fase. Realizzare un sistema cell-free massive
MIMO pratico, distribuito, scalabile e performante non è una utopia.
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Oggi questo concept rappresenta un argomento di ricerca interessante,
attraente e stimolante ma in futuro potrebbe costituire un fattore chiave
per le tecnologie post-5G, proprio come massive MIMO lo è stato per il
5G. Den femte generationens mobilkommunikationssystem (5G) är
numera en verklighet. 5G-nätverk är utplacerade på ett flertal platser
världen över och de första 5G-kapabla terminalerna (såsom smarta
telefoner, surfplattor, kroppsburna apparater, etc.) är redan
kommersiellt tillgängliga. 5G-systemen kan tillhandahålla tidigare
oöverträffade nivåer av uppkoppling och servicekvalitet och är designade
för en fortsatt oavbruten tillväxt i antalet uppkopplade apparater och
ökande datataktskrav. Massiv MIMO-teknologi (eng: multiple-input
multiple-output) spelar en nyckelroll i dagens 5G-system. Principen
bakom denna teknik är användningen av ett stort antal samlokaliserade
antenner vid basstationen, där alla antennerna sänder och tar emot
signaler faskoherent till och från flera användare. Gemensam
signalbehandling av många antennsignaler ger ett flertal fördelar, såsom
hög riktverkan via lobformning, vilket leder till högre datatakter samt
möjliggör att flera användare utnyttjar samma radioresurser via rumslig
användarmultiplexering. Eftersom en signal kan gå genom flera olika,
möjligen oberoende kanaler, så utsätts den för flera olika förändringar
samtidigt. Denna mångfald ökar kvaliteten på signalen vid mottagaren
och förbättrar radiolänkens robusthet och tillförlitlighet. Detta gör det
möjligt att uppfylla de höga kraven på servicekvalitet som fastställts för
5G-systemen. Den största begränsningen för massiva MIMO-system såväl
som för alla cellulära mobilnätverk, är störningar från andra celler som
påverkar användare på cellkanten väsentligt, vars prestanda redan
begränsas av sträckdämpningen på radiokanalen. För att övervinna
dessa begränsningar och för att kunna tillhandahålla samma utmärkta
servicekvalitet till alla användare behöver vi ett mer radikalt
angreppssätt: vi måste utmana cellparadigmet. I detta avseende utgör
cellfri massiv-MIMO teknik ett paradigmskifte. I cellfri massive-MIMO är
utgångspunkten inte att basstationen är omgiven av användare som den
betjänar, utan snarare att varje användare omges av basstationer som de
betjänas av. Dessa basstationer, ofta mindre och enklare, kallas
stochastic-geometry-for-wireless-networks

accesspunkter (AP). I ett sådant system upplever varje användare att den
befinner sig i centrum av systemet och ingen användare upplever några
cellgränser. Därav terminologin cellfri. Som ett resultat av detta
påverkas inte användarna av inter-cellstörningar och sträckdämpningen
reduceras kraftigt på grund av närvaron av många accesspunkter i varje
användares närhet. Detta leder till imponerande prestanda. Även om det
är tilltalande ur ett prestandaperspektiv så är utformningen och
implementeringen av ett sådant distribuerat massivt MIMO-system en
utmanande uppgift, och det är syftet med denna avhandling att studera
detta. Mer specifikt studerar vi i denna avhandling: A) den mycket stora
potentialen med denna teknik i realistiska inomhus- såväl som
utomhusscenarier, samt hur man hanterar praktiska
implementeringsproblem, såsom klocksynkronisering bland
accesspunkter och kostnadseffektiva implementeringar; B) hur man ska
uppnå skalbarhet i systemet genom att föreslå lösningar relaterade till
databehandling, nätverkstopologi och effektkontroll; C) hur man ökar
datahastigheten i nedlänken med hjälp av två nyutvecklade distribuerade
överföringsmetoder som tillhandahåller en avvägning mellan
störningsundertryckning och förstärkning av önskade signaler, utan att
öka mängden intern signalering till de distribuerade accesspunkterna,
och som kan implementeras i accesspunkter med mycket få antenner; D)
hur man kan förbättra prestandan ytterligare genom att låta användaren
estimera nedlänkskanalen med hjälp av nedlänkspiloter, istället för att
bara förlita sig på kunskap om kanalstatistik; E) en överföringsmetod för
nedlänk som är mer lämpligt när endast kanalstatistiken är tillgänglig för
användarna. Prestandan som uppnås genom detta schema jämförs med
en utökad variant av den nedlänk-pilotbaserade metoden (beskrivet i
föregående punkt); F) en metod för att uppskatta kanalstatistiken i
upplänken, samt en åtföljande pilotsändningsmetod, som är särskilt
användbart vid direktvägsutbredning (line-of-sight) och i scenarier med
resursbegränsningar. Den övergripande slutsatsen är att cellfri massiv
MIMO inte är en utopi, och att ett distribuerat, skalbart, samt
högpresterande system kan implementeras praktiskt. Idag representerar
detta ett hett forskningsämne, men snart kan det visa sig vara en viktig
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möjliggörare för teknik bortom dagens system, på samma sätt som
centraliserad massiv MIMO har varit för de nya 5G-systemen.
Stochastic Geometry and Wireless Networks: Applications - François
Baccelli 2010-02
This volume bears on wireless network modeling and performance
analysis. The aim is to show how stochastic geometry can be used in a
more or less systematic way to analyze the phenomena that arise in this
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context. It first focuses on medium access control mechanisms used in ad
hoc networks and in cellular networks. It then discusses the use of
stochastic geometry for the quantitative analysis of routing algorithms in
mobile ad hoc networks. The appendix also contains a concise summary
of wireless communication principles and of the network architectures
considered in the two volumes.
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